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Overall Site 30 points 

 Title and subtitle give visitors an indication of the issue being addressed. 

 Appearance gives indication of tone, and colors, size of headings, etc, are kept consis-

tent throughout all pages and posts. 

 Header and sidebar help visitors navigate site easily, especially with pages appearing 

in order: About, Profile, Report, Instructions, Position, Proposal, and Grammar Portfolio. 

 About page introduces visitors to both the author and subject of the site, giving basic, 

relevant information but also conveying the tension of the issue and catching readers’ at-

tention; it should show where you’re coming from and who you are in relation to the is-

sue; visuals should be simple and minimal, such as photo of the author. 

 Blog posts discuss ideas for the site, possibly connecting to personal experience and 

playing with potential approaches for the pages while keeping audience in mind. 

 

Individual Pages 25 points (each page)  

These are the aspects of ideas, organization, voice, word choice, sentence fluency, and conven-

tions that apply to all of the five main assignments, separate from the specific requirements. Each 

page should 

 incorporate ideas that excite/entice readers, give them something/someone to care 

about, delve deeper than common knowledge, deliver on expectations, and resonate; 

 build tension, giving readers a sense of something at stake; 

 consider both new readers and veteran readers by organizing the material on 

each page so that a visitor who has read no other pages can jump in without confusion but 

a visitor who has read all other pages won’t encounter redundancies: each page is a 

unique contribution to the whole; 

 provide an introduction to the page that hooks the reader and a conclusion that re-

caps the purpose of the page and what readers are meant to take away with them; 

 utilize a strong, appealing, appropriate, consistent voice; 

 integrate source content smoothly by introducing the source, giving a quote/para-

phrase from the source, citing it (or providing a link to the source), and explaining your 

thoughts about it; 

 choose the best words and sentence structures to convey ideas clearly, effi-

ciently, and effectively, avoiding confusion; 

 use conventions correctly and effectively, including all grammar concepts; 

 break up large blocks of text with visuals, headings, pull quotes, shorter paragraphs, 

etc, for improved readability; also, separate each paragraph with a space; 

 coordinate visual aspects with simplicity, consistency, emphasis, and space in mind; 

 feel complete, running to a natural length that incorporates all necessary elements. 

Website Rubric 



 

Profile 35 points 

 Conveys a personal side of the issue by showing a person, place or group of 

people associated with the issue and aspects of his/her/their life relevant to the issue. 

 Narrates parts of the subject’s story in order to “set a scene” with description and/or di-

alogue to show readers the reality of the issue (as opposed to telling). 

 Appeals to readers’ interests and concerns and helps them relate to the issue. 

 Addresses possible assumptions and misunderstandings readers may have. 

 Includes at least one relevant photograph and at least one source, which can 

be documented as a link to the source or in standard MLA or APA format with source 

listed either at the bottom of the page or on a separate Works Cited page. 

 

Report 35 points 

 Conveys the factual side of the issue by giving readers a better understanding of 

what’s going on now—the big picture—in order to raise awareness.  

 Shows complexity of the issue by indicating various points of view involved. 

 Gives more details (“meat”) about the issue to “flesh it out.”  

 Appeals to readers’ interests and concerns through the facts of the issue. 

 Includes at least one chart/graph/table to provide facts at a glance.  

 Includes at least four sources, documented as links or in MLA or APA format. 

  

Instruction 25 points 

 Conveys the readers’ involvement in the issue, whether by offering advice for 

positive participation or by satirizing negative participation (what not to do). 

 Gives a sense of action and purpose. 

 Anticipates possible misunderstandings and difficulties the reader may have in 

following or interpreting the instructions. 

 Coordinates text and images in order to clarify the instructions. 

 Includes at least one visual (photo, chart, graph, clip art, etc). 

 

Position 45 points 

 Conveys the editorial side of the issue, expressing the author’s opinion in the 

strongest and most straight-forward terms of any of the pages on the site. 

 Summarizes the larger debate around the issue at the beginning of the page, draw-

ing connections between the author’s argument and other credible arguments. 

 Presents a direct claim supported by multiple reasons and pieces of evidence (stats, 

studies, experience, analogies, etc) likely to be accepted by the target audience.  

 Includes qualifications, objections, concessions, and rebuttals to prove that 

author has considered all sides of the issue and understands its complexity. 

 Persuades reader through appeals to the author’s credibility (ethos), the audience’s 

emotion (pathos), and the argument’s logic (logos). 

 Includes at least seven sources, documented as links or in MLA or APA format. 



 

Proposal 45 points 

 Conveys the “political” side of the issue, indicating what changes the author be-

lieves should be implemented on a large scale (as opposed to the individual scale of the 

instructions) in order to change the “system.” 

 Convinces readers there is a problem by identifying it, explaining it, and placing 

it in context (giving particulars of who’s affected, where and when, etc). 

 Presents a realistic solution and justifies why it is the best solution, especially by 

describing benefits for the various groups affected. 

 Explains logistics involved, such as monetary costs, time and labor, legislation, loca-

tion(s), schedules, maintenance, etc. 

 Addresses reasonable objections that readers may have. 

 Includes multiple photos, charts, graphs, etc, to visually enhance the proposal. 

 Includes at least four sources, documented as links or in MLA or APA format. 

 

Grammar Portfolio 60 points 

 Lists all twenty concepts from the Grammar Project in same order as on the syllabus. 

 Describes each concept in the author’s own words (the “definition” each student 

wrote on the practice page, revised to reflect improved understanding). 

 Gives example sentences found on the website—same type and number of examples 

required on the Grammar Project but using actual sentences from the wordpress site. 

 Notes the page where each sample sentence can be found. 

 


